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The 6,Aailod c; unit I involved aAting students 158 questions
abaut aspects oi crit 1. A systematic analysis of the quatitative
characteristics of the text and of its conceptual structure has boon carried

out. Multiple Legresion anslyti:s ham been uted to establish the relationships
which exist between the students' ratings and the content variables. The
hierarchical level of a concept or a): a section proves to have a powerful

rehationship with the students' ratings.

Other results of tho evaluation include pAth diagrams illustrating
students' study pattarns4, and the students, conwents on the questionnaires

themselves.

ethod

Throe questionnaires were designed Asking students about the concepts,
sections and assessment questions, respectely, for unit 1 of M100, (see
Appendix 1). Three similar letters were designed to go with each questionnaire
(see Appendi!,: 2). A sample of 120 F-year, M100, students was split into three
groupA each with 40 students. The first, second and third groups received
copies of the concepts, sections, or assessmeni questionnaire respectively.
Table 1 illustrates the time-table associated vith'all three questionnaires.
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Oh tvo of the qutionnairci I aiked the student if the instru

s.,ere Ooar -. iitlif i cul ties he had completing the gusstionnaire

the time h s gives the number of students saying the

ititrjctinri Were r1err, the number who indicated difficulty, and the

median and range of times spent. Appendix 3 gives the verbatim comments

of clenitr. Completing a quest1 *re i- not an easy task, and I have

redesigned later questionnaires, giviog fuller instructions which meet
some of difficulties mentioned.

Table ..,

Instruations pi f ficulty fitedian

clear.
_

timeQatre Range

( A Yes = 11/22 20 min

_

7-45

No 10 min 2-15

Ypn 17/21 Yes == 13/21 1 5 min 5-35
No /21 10 min 3-30

tu y patterns

As well no providing detailed information on the assessment questionS,

the assessment questionnaire provided some information on study patterns.
Diagram 1 below gives the students' answers to the question: "when did you
tart studying unit 17" These students were new (F-year) students and so

received the materials in early December. The main point to notice is
it the starting date varied from 8th December to 3rd February. In all

c.a.9es the actual starting date was earlier than the recommended starting

date and earlier than the transmission of TV1.

D_ia9ram 1

5
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Diagram 2
.

2 below gives the ti e spent by the students on each of the

The total time of 13 hours was spli between text (8D,

2), tutorials (11j), and broadcasts (1). These figures should

indicate rough orders of magnitude. Furthermore, in many study

it must have been difficult for the student to decide whether
study time in the 'text' category or in the 'assessment'

Table 3 sho
questions at var.-

both CMA and TMA q
is after the first
read the que tions

Table 3 The number

TRA

le number of students who first read the CMA (/TMA)

tages of their study. The pattern is the same far

ions. The most common time to look at the cuestions

reading of the text. However a good number of students

before this stage .

of students who first read the ( questions:

before any
study

during fir
reading

after first
reading

during :Later

readincs

after_ later
readings

4

11

11

2

2

1

1
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2,-Tiow5 number of stu(ients who first attemptIA the CMA(/TMA)

cfiN, ges of their study. The pattrn is similar for

_ clunsiions. The most common time to first attempt the

qiet- tons is ag.ain after the Li ia L reading Very few students at tempt

4.1ostion-s before t

TobIf t The -1 A

CMA

1MA

who a tenpt the /r mk) questions :

ti'fore any

study

during first
I reading

after first
reading

during later
readings

after late-
readings

_ 1

1

11

9

4

5

5

5

Table 5 shows the number of students who completed_ the CMA(/TMA) ques

w(n in tiii r study, gain.
the pattern is similar for both CMA

A. TMA questions. The most common time to complete the questions is after

subsequent readings - although some students manage to complete the questions

aft.er Lhe first readitl-

Tabl,? 5 The number of students who attempt the (C /TMA ) questions:

GLI

TMA

after first reading during later readings later readings

/
9

10

The above tables represent slices through the students' study patterns.

Piagram 3 illustrates the patterns themselves for the CMA questions. The

numbers in the circles are the numbers of students who followed that pattern.

So, for example, 3 students first read the CMA questions 22s2.2121._mr21.21L111

of the unit .... of these 3, I attempted the questions during his first

reading (B) and completed the questions after his first reading (C) of

the other 2, they both attempted the questions after their first reading (C),

and 1 of them completed the questions after his first reading OG while the

other I completed the questions subsequent

Most of the students posted their assignments between 10th February and

let arch. The due date was 27th February and the etrt.-4aff date was the 12th

March. Graphs 2 and 3 show the number of studentS Who had already posted
their assignments by various dates through February. The two graphs show

this for TMAs and CMAs respectively. The two CurVes are at their steepest

(ie. the volume of returns per day is greatest) over the period 23rd to 27th

February - the latter being the due date. It is surprising that students

appear to be working to the due date, when, in fact, it is the out-off date

which is important - perhaps this is something these new students have still

to learn. 7
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ratin s

Table 6 gives the mean ratings (av raged over the students)

concept in the glossary of unit 1. The three questions were:

(1) How familiar were you with the concept before you studied the

How much effort was required to gain your current understanding of

this concept?

How good is your current understanding of the concept?

The concepts are listed in the order in which they are presented in the

unit. Of the first twelve concepts, 'mapping' and 'function' demanded the

most effort from the student, and 'function' was the least understood despite

the fact that it Was relatively familiar to the students beforehand. A study

Of the text showed that the concept of °function was defined without any

supporting discussion or examples.

Equality of mappings demands much effort and is poorly understood. The

discussion of this concept in the text seems rather confUsed and no exercise

is set on it. The definition of dummy variable le slipped into the solution

of an exercise - hence the low understanding rating.

The con ept of graph has the g eatest prior familiarity, the second

lowest effort, and the greatest understanding. This familiarity could we I

have been capitalised on to teach some of the earlier concepts.



Tt- , concepts of "function of 2 variables" and "operator" demnnd a
refai high amount of effort and are relatively poorly understood.
Nel tIir of those concepts are essential to the aims of the unit. The
mcoDt:; which arc!_ meritionc'd in the objectives are asterisked in table 1.

The ar_thmeti:_al combinalion of func (+, x, .) caused few
pro ems. However the quotient of twc functions required rather more effort
and was loss well understood - with this concept one needs to be carefUl
about defining tUe domain.

The remaining concepts demanded much effort and were poorly'understood.
Simpler examples might aid the understanding of composition of functions.
None of the examples on reverse mappings contained real functions and there
were no exercises at all. The diagram for classification of mappings is
eonfusing. Finally, inverse function depends on the student understanding
reverse mapping.

Table 6

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

18
19
20

21

21

24

25

27
28
29

cllement

equality of sets
subset
proper subset
mapping
domain
codomain
image
function
ordered pair
variable

equality of mappings
dummy variable
constant function
graph
function of 2 variables
operator
difference
sum
product
quotient
composition of functions
reverse mapping
one-one mapping
one-many mapping
many-one mapping
many-many mapping
inverse function

prier
t effo understandin

27

32
26

25

_7

:23

23

21

23

30
29

34
16

16
23

44
26
18

29

29

29

28

21

18

19

117

17
17
19

19
16

22

22

23

25

21

-3
22
28
23
22
31

25

26
17
29
35
22
00

22
26

34
33
28

31

33
31

36

&dol.! wits

ymhaes denek

45

46
43

44
43

44
44
44
44
42
43

44

39
39
44
47
41

37
45

46
46
44

40

39
42
41

40
41

40



Table 7 gives the mean rating for underatanding and the mean time for

each subsection of the tmt. This information confirms the above discussion

of the concont ratings.

Table 7

Unit

120

127

122

123

024

025

D26

127

Map. function

Combine fn.

Intro.

Dern,

Set

Map.

More der,

Specify map.

Graph

More def

Intro.

Arithmetic

Composition

Decompoition

Reverse

Classify

Inverse

Sections Unit 1

Inverse Composite

time

r4i*t3/VE8

11

13

18

21

25

32

22

14

29

15

22

33

30

24

understandin

44

45

42

42

42

40

45

38

41

39

39

36

39



5,..IILI2mEaplual_ anal sis of unit 1

Each concept is defined in the glossary. With the exception of the
definition of set, theme definitions refer to other concepts in the glossary.
The level of r concept in taken to be one higher than the level of the

ghest-level concept in the definition.

Example:

S ET : definition does not contain any unit 1
concepts LEVEL 1

E LEHEWr: t}j definition mentions SET (level 1) ... LEVEL 2

SUBSET: the ftefjnition mentions SET (level 1) and
ELEMENT (level 2)

EQUAL n. the d :inition men ions SET (level and
ELEMENT (level 2) VEL 3

PROPER SUBSET: the de "ni ion mentions SET (level 1),

... LEVEL 3

ELEMENT (level 2),
SUBSET (level 3)i

EQUAL SETS (level 3) ... LEVEL, 4

Although the analysis does not require this, we may illustrate the
hierarchical levels of concepts in a diagram. Diagram 4 shows this for the
example .... diagram 5 for the entire unit.

pi±irj±-

SET LEVEL 1

ELE1AENT LEVEL 2
---

SUBSET EQUAL SETS LEVEL 3
L-

PPOPER SUBSET LEVEL 4

12
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Regression analyses were carried out on five variables:

LEVEL the level of the concept In the hierarchy (see Diagram 5),

2. FREQUENCY the number of times the concept was mentioned in the text,

3- PRIOR the mean rating for each concept on 'prior familiarity',

4- EFFORT the mean rating for each ooncept on 'effort',

5 UMDERSTANDING the mean rating for each concept on 'current understanding'.

First of all I used variables 1, 2 and 3 to predict the effort

dernamded by a ooncept. Diagram 6 shows the correlations between the thre

predictor variables. The variable 'prior familiarity' enters the regress on

aret- with a correlation of 0.68 (n 29). Next, 'level' enters the

regression and increases the multiple correlation to 0.81. The variable

ufregyency" does not increaae the multiple correlation significantly. The

regnession equation is therefore:

EFFORT = 3 - 0.45 PRIOR 2 LEYEL

= .81 4.5



ELLQETEA'

-12-

-68
PRIOR T EFFORT

20 -56

FREQUENCY

The residuals are interesting: 'operation', 'compost
and 'inverse' require much more effort than predicted ...
'proper subset', 'image', 'domain', and the arithmetic of
much less effort than predicted. These residuals suggest
effects of presentation, A_c_lificulinherert(ivencol.

new terminology.

on', 'Ilinction'

'dummy variable',
functions require
the unmeasured
tual level), and

The next regression used variables 2 and 3 to predict the 'current
understanding' of each concept. In fact, only 'prior familiarity' was
significant, and the equation was:

UNDERSTANDING 3.6 0.29 PRIOR

T = 5.9 P A 0.1%

The next regresoion used variables 2, 3 and 4 to predict the 'current
understanding' of each concept. 'Effort' had the highest correlation (.87)
with understanding. Next to enter the regression was 'level' increasing
the multiple correlation to 0.90. The equations were:

UNDERSTANDING

R .90

5.3 - 0.49 EFFORT 0.05 LETEL

2.5

Studying the above three equations, it seems clear th t EFFORT can be
regarded as a measure of conceptual difficulty hence the paradoxical
result that greater effort leads to less understandingi Then we have the
paradoxical result that an increase in conceptual level is apparently
associated with an increase in understanding. This is an artifact of the
correktion between effort and level. Diagram 7 (a) shows the positively
correlated vectors 'effort' and 'level', (b) shows the Understanding
projection on this plane, and (c) shows the resolution of the effort
vector into a component in the level direction and a component orthogonal
to the level direction.

14



(a)

LEVE

(b) (c)

EFFORT LEVEL EFFORT LEVEL A EFFO_ LEVEL

41

UNDER-
STANDIN

UNDER-
STANDING

Regression analyses were carfted out on 11 variables:

FORT
1,LEVEL

I. UNDERSTANDING the mean rating for each section on 'unders ending'

... TIME the mean rating for each section on 'time'

3. LINES the number of lines of print in each section

4. SYNDOLS the number of lines of print with symbols in each section

5. REPCONCEPTS the number of times mathematical concepts are mentioned

in each section

6. DIPCONCEPTS the number of different mathematical concepts mentioned

in each section

EFFORT
section
the mean effort rating for concepts mentioned in each

EXERCISES the number of eerc1ses in each see

9. DIAGRAHS

10. PRIOR

11. LEVEL

the n mber of diagrams in each section

the prior familiarity of the coricept

namiliarity in each section

the level of the concept with the hIghest level in

each section.

h lowest prior

First of all, I ignored the data on introductions and summaries. Some

preliminary analyses suggested that theee short sections behaved very

differently from the basic teaching sections and that their presence

emphaeised a general 'length' effect. However, their omission meant an

even smaller sample sIze of 14.

In the first analysis, r used all the variables

underatanding. In fact, only 'level' entered the eve

UNDERSTANDING 4.8 - .11 LEVEL

3 4.

15

2 to predict
significantly:



In the next analysis I used all the variables 3 to 12 to predict time.
An examination of the T values for the regression coefficients suggested
that 'lines', 'diagrams', 'prior' and 'level' were the variables which g ve
the greatest contribution to the prediction.

A stepwise regression was carried out using
predictors. "Level" entered the equation first,
being 0.64. "Diagrams" entered next, increasing
to 0.84. Ines" entered next, giving R 0.95.
aignificantly to the equation. So the equation

these four vaTiables as
its correlation with time
the multiple correlation
"Prior" did not add

TI - 8.2 3 LEVEL DIAGRAMS 0.08 LINES

.95 T = 7.0 T = 5.8 T = 4.4

It is tnteresting to compare this equation with the previous one. The
variable 01' is the most powerful s.;ngle predictor ol both understanding
and time. However time is also dependent on 'diagrams' and 'lines'. These
latter two variables can be interpreted as measures of "length". Table 8
shows that all measures of length (ie. variables giving the number of times
something occurs in the section) have higher correlations with time than
with understanding.

Table 8 Correlations of other variables with "understanding" and with "time"

* 'length' variab

L NES SYMBOLS REPCONCEPTS DIFOONCEPTS EFFORT EXERCISES )IAGFW4S PRIOR LEV

UNDER- 02 -22 -05
STANDING

TIME 35 39

-/8 51 -40 -27 27 -71

70 30 57 37

The residuals for the last equation are interesting: the sections on
composition, reverse and ;nverse mappings have greater times than predicted,
while the sections on specifying mappings, arithmetic of functions, and
decomposition have lower times than predicted. These residuals suggest the
effect of the unmeasured variable: inherent difficulty (given conceptual leve ).

assessment Su :ions

Table 9 sets out the mean time for each of the assessment questions.
The time Dar the TMA was 81 minutes while the time Dor the CMA was 43 minutes.

16



Table 9

TMA ques on I (assessed)

TMA ques-C

CMA

-15-

minutes
_

45

non-assessed) 36

43

individual
questions

Ul

2

3

5

vl

2

3

4

5

-minutes

2.5

2.4

3.3

3.3

3.6

3.5

.,19

3.6

4

5.2

The above table also g vez the times for individual CMA items. Items which

are bracketed together test much the same skill. The time for ind vidual

items do not vary much. The two shortest questions (U1 and U2) required

ognising whether two simple functions were onc-one or not. The longest

question involved the concept of modul s function and of compositiong(V4

of_

Many people ask me why I use ratings as opposed to looking at the

students' actual performance. My an wer followm. I do intend to set

performance items on one of the units later in the course. I do not believe

that ft is feasible to use only performance iteMs:

(1) Students have to spend a greater

as opposed to ratings (cf. Tables

So the cover of traditional CMAs

I can ask rating questions about

some doubtfUl reasoning needs to

(2)

(3)

(5)

amount of time on performance_

nd 9)

is less than the cover of my ratIngs.

the presentation directly, wher

be applied if we are to uSe MA

results to diagnose faults in the presentat on.

Often traditional CMAs test a number of different skills at once

eg. is the item V5 time-consuming because of the modulus function

or because of composition?

It is possible to construct easy or diffi ult items an the same skill

- e.g. items Ul and U2 required applying the one-one concept to very

simple functions.

17



My investigations have already demonstrated
validity of the ratings:

me -extent the

at the Mathematics Faculty Seminar, people's guesses of the "top 3
concepts" and the "bottom 3 concpe s" were 'right' about 2 out of
3 times;

in sections 6 and 7, 1 have demonstrated significant relationsh
between measures of content and mean ratings;

(c) the ratings for concepts were consistent with the ratings for sections
- but these two types of ratings were given by two completely separate
groups of students;

(d) graph 4 plots the facility index of CMA items 1974 yt 1975) against
the mean effort rating for that concept in the question requiring
most effort.
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Q. conel
_ _

ion

This evaluation of Unit 1 has not been a full-scale "Detailed Evaluation"

I have asked only 158 questions as opposed to the 589 I am asking about Unit 7

Even so, this report demonstrates the importance of many of the features of

Detailed Evaluation:

(a) the detail pr vided by information on individual concepts and sections

enabled me to consider principles of presentation. This would not have

been possible with information at a grosser level - indeed, I felt a

need for information on specific examples and exercises.

(b) the large number of 9ueHtions meant that this detail WAS available for

a number of different objects (concepts/sections) and for a number of

dimensions (prior familiarity, etc.). By making the appropriate

comparisons, I could reach important interpretations of the information.

the content analysis of the unit made explicit one very important

variable (i.e. level) and enablegl the testing of hypotheees about the

relationship between content and ratings_

(d) the multivariateanalysia enabled me to select the most

predi rs of 'various criterion variables - in doing So,

plausible models of student learning.

-rful

set up

although I have not _interviewed any of the students, the request for

comments on the questionnaire has given useful information about how

the students have approached thie task.

the report on the Mathematics Faculty workshop has indicated how the

reeults may be aEplied to the design of new courses. (Appendix 44.

Looking ahead, I want future evaluations to have more ques '-na about

more detailed aspects of the unit. I would like to see relationships

established between ratings and other content measures besides 'level,.

Finally 1 would like to see truch stronger applications of the results.

1.9



When you have finished youi tudy of unit 1, please co
putting a circle round the appropriate number for each o
each of the concepts.

concepts (

set (4)

element

equality of nets (4)

subset (5)

prior
familierity

_ot a
femil ar

effort

ating sheet by
questions and

current
understanding

ve:
fam liar

proper subset (5)

mapring (12)

dov.' A (12)

codomoiin (12)

image (12)

function (12)

rdered pair (is)

variable (16)

equality of mappings (17)

dummy variable (18)

constant function (18)

graph (2
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Sections Unit 1

II complete tit is she

,Ipheoti yvur nndor=

by putting a circle round the appropriate number
ideOs in the

section. You c n
you can just try and

di nj of the nenern1 development of

inns :tud ler writing in how many minutes you spent on .

1.1" y,A:i study times AS you work through th unit

imate t0=m After you have completed your study.

j

understanding of geflL'T5l

development of ideas.

time mins)

(..pprox.)

ii
the ten, as a whole

section 1.0 viii)

1.1 (p.1)

(p.30)

an 1.1.0 (p.1)

1.1.1 (p.

1.1.2 (p.4)

1.1.3 (P.6)

I. 1.4 (p.11)

1.1.5 (p.14)

1.1.6 (p.19)

1.1.7 (p.27)

1.2.0 (P.30)

(p.30)

1.2.2 (p.32)

1.2.3 (p.37)

1.2.4 (p.38)

1.2.5 (p.40)

1.2.6 (p.44)

1.2.7 (p.47)

Summary and conclusions (p41

(5)

6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(ii)

(12)

(13)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(23)

(2 )

2 V- --

,i

1

1 2

1 2

1 2

2

1 2

2

2

2

2
_

2

1 2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 4 5

5
4

5

5

5

ck box (6g) if you noted your study times as you went along 171 (48)

Tick box f you just tried to estimate them after your study ED (0)

Your reactions to this method of feedback!

the instructio clear?

How long did it take to fill in the rating sheet?

nid you have any difficulty giving the ratings e they?

17-19)

W3-22)

25-25)

(26-28

29-51)

32-54)

35-3 )
8-4

1-43)

=46)

-49)

(50-P

(53-55)

(56-58)

(59-61)

(62-64)

(65-67)
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'Unit 1assiqnntuesttoaire

Try to give as accurate an answer to the questions
but don't worry if you can't remember the exact dat
1 to 3) or the exact times (questions 10-15) - just
approximation!

1. I started my study of unit 1 on

2. I posted TKA01 to my tutor on

3. I posted CMA41 to Walton Hall on

possible -
(questions

give the best

For each of questions 4 to 9 circle the option (A
applies:

4. I first read the CMA questions for unit 1 ...

S. I first attempted the CMA ques ions for
unit 1 *99

6. I completed the CMA questions for unit 1

7. I first read the TMA question for unit 1

8. I first attempted the TMA question for
uni

T completed the TMA question for unit 1

Plea
comp

Optons.

A. before any se :ous study of the unit 1 text
B. during my first serious reading of the text

C. after my first serious reading
D. during subsequent reading.

E. after subsequent readings

C/D/E) which

A B C

12)

1.3 ) _

e indicate roughly how many minutes you spent on the following
nents of this unit:

10. T.V. broadcast and associated materials...

11. Radio broadcast and associated materials...

12. Tutorial (excluding travel)...

13. Correspondence text.. .09999090.9.9.9.9

14. CMA questions U1.*99009,9***09990990,9.909.

1)24000*a. law a.. eaa a *ea oaf
U399.9009 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

O OOOOOO *WO

U500.0.0900999000**0000 OO

U6

U7. OOOOO *99004190*6 OOOO *9

-V1

V2

me imins

(18-2

(21-23

(24,26

(.27.29

(30-32

(

(36-3.
(30-4

45;147)

(46-5

51'-

,V3 OOO a OOO aaa000Deaamaa900

V4 ea* a oases a *oases
VSoo* OO a OOO aaaaaaaa

TMA assesp
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THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Dear

The Open University,
institute of Educational Tech
Walton Hall,
Milton Keynes,
MK7 6AA.
Telephone: Milton KeYnes 74066

INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATIONAL TECH N1OLOCY

7th February, 1976

You may be aware that over the next two years we are going to rewrite the

Mathematics Foundation Course. Obviously we shall need to make a number of

sumptions about how students learn from correspondence materials. In the

past we have tested our assumptions by asking "students" to study draft mater ale.

This method has not been a complete success. So we are trying an alternative:

asking M100 students like yourself about different aspects of their study. In

way we hope to establish some guiding pr nciples about how to design the

'ale for the new Foundation Course.

As you may imagine, we already have a lot of information aboUt studen

assessment performance and their overall reactions to the units. BUt we are

still rather ignorant aboUt students' reactions to more detailed aspecte of the

units.

I would like to ask you the following questions about your study of unit 1

Funct ons):

(1) On what dates did you start and finish your work on unit 1?

) At what stage did you work on the CMA and TMA questions?

) How much time did you spend on the various components of un 1?

NOTE: Your answers to these questions will NOT affect your a sme t

grades in any way; information about individual students will

NOT be passed on to the Mathematics Faculty.

I am asking only a lim ted number of students to answer these particular

questions. In this way I can cover many different aspects without asking any

s udent to complete more than one questionnaire in the year.

I would be very grateful if you would give the answere to these questions

page 2. Please return this sheet in the reply-paid envelope. When I heve

analysed the results I shell send a sUMMary 0f my concluaions to all thotse who

have taken part.,

Thank you fo- your co-operation

Your ely,

ordon Burt
Lecturer in Educational Technology

attached to the Mathews ion Faculty



4pRendix

"Did you have any di ficulty giving the (concept ) ratings 'f so what
were the-7

Having completed unit 1, I tended to base
on the difficulty I experienced.

chte
Prior Fmilicirity dubious to alien note

y Prior Fami1Irity rating

Having done some of the work before (about 9 years ago), I had met many of
the concepts before, but had forgotten many of them. Therefore I could not
say I was familiar with the concepts just before opening the book, but on
meeting the concepts I found I knew something about them.

It's difficult to say how familiar one was before with a concept, unle
of course one knew nothing of it.

Many of my problems in the text stem fri
It is therefore difficult to assess fmm
but often not in the same forms.

m adopting a different no
ity as I had met most concepts

The prior familiarity column posed a probtem. If you have never met the
item before does it mean you are not at all familiar with tha concept?
For instance the term proper subset was new to me, but 'knew about sUbsets.
This same dilema was posed in No. 14, 12, etc. On the other hand did very
familiar mean you bad met and studied it before or were very familiar with
the text of Unit 1 and the terminology used in it? I interpreted this
column as very familiar if I had a good prior knowledge, or had met similar
work, and the other grades accordingly.

The effort column was difficult to judge in isolation . I would have an wered
more assuredly if I was answering if the concept was grasped easily etc.

The current understanding column was fairly straight forward.

Assessing effort required.

I do not feel sure what my current understanding is after only just
completing one unit.

1r is di f' ult to rae one's oi under
-ray be judged by self examination.

One can only gIve the
of understanding. Fur
idea of Furrent underot

anding of a situation. The result

t ngp using the mA
er material (ieq
ing

l (text) read as evidence
ono) ooul4 4ovalue one



-2-

Very difficult to be objective. Difficult to assess degree of kno-ledge

required. Assumed current knowledge to be concerned with unit content.

In some cases the idea was very quickly dealt with for example reverse

mapping and inverse functions when I felt there was a lot of special cases.

Perhaps a six-sense but sufficient to make one a little concerned about

ones own ability.
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AppEadi2i

"bid you have any difficUlty gi _n- the (section) ratings if ss, what
were they?"

No! I took the average of each section, excluding the introductions and
mmary, or 1.1 and 1.2.

good? 1 - good?

Having cone quite a
made it easier.

preparatory reading, faniliarity with notions

Yes - I have done he work in Unit 1 before so
therefore I am not represtentative.

just revision

Over simplification caused boredom, as with lack of explanation, lack of
continuity. Deciding which region a rating was generated fram.

I spent a lot of time going back in the unit and re-reading parts whose
definitions I was not clear about.

Yes already worked through unit 1 two or three times . difficult to
recall time spent.

Timing estimates very di- icUlt - kept picking up and r -reading.

It would have been easier if the form had been received earlier so that
(68) could be done. I presume these results are analysed by computer,
could not boxes 4, 6 & 7 be programmed.

Had gone through unit before receiving this foz and so had to estimate
would have preferred to note infonnation while first studying unit.
Consider estimates, done approx four weeks later, unreliable.

e timating study time at a later date.

The data I am supplying is very inaccurate, due to the length of time
after study. I would have preferred to tick box 68.

Not in ratings. but timings impossiblo to calculate since thIs questionnaire
was received after I had finished the unit.

Trying to think back after such a lon time. Unit first read in December.
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From

To

Gordon Bu

14101 Course Team and °them

Subwt A report on the Det-iled EvaluatIon workaho

Internal Memorandum

Date 26th !thrch 1976

*

The first workshop concentrated on the results for the concepts in Unit.1
discussing the interpretation of these results, and their implications. The

second workshop studied each sub-section of the unit in turn, giVing a critique
of the presentation, and then relating the critique to the resul on -awl,-

section and on the concepts in that section. Drawing on the discussions at

these two workshops, I have written the section "implications for M101" below.
The section following that gives a brief account of the results (I can give the
full report to anyone who wants it).

I think we should hold other Detailed Evaluation workshops - in a number

of guises. These are described in "suggested activities". Both workshops ran

into time troublel This might be avoided in future, if I give a quick overview
of the results, using them to point to specific problems which we can then
concentrate on (see the final secti n on "improved plan for Detailed Evaluation

workshops").

Implications for 14101

1. The presentation of concepts in the unit:

how_many different concepts do you use in the unit?

how familiar will the students be with each concept before they
study the unit?

how many concept levels have you stacked on top of one an ther?

what is the inherent difficulty of each concept?

have you provided the right sort of examRles and exercises to enable
the student to understand and apply each concept?

are your explanations clear and simple?

has your presentation become confused and bogged down in mnhelpfUl

qualifications?

have you strocturM the concepts in the sections in a c ear and
simple manner?

is each concept essential to your aims - in doubt, throw it (main

Unless we allocate some time to tackling these ipecific questions, they
'will tend to be ignored.

2. How much time do you thilik the students will s- nd on each section?

I shall provide an estimate based on an analysis of your unit and the
application of the statistical results for units 1, 2, and 7. But you should

have your own estimate too.



I have obt Ionis Illustrating the following relatIonhip:

the effort required to understand a concept is a function of how

familiar the students are with the concept before they start and
--

o_ the hierarchical level of the concept.

ntuden , have lens understanding of concepts which are at a higher

level and which have required greater effort .

the average study time for each section is a functAon

conceptual level of each section and of the length of each section .

Muth g _ ter di cussion cent ed on the text itself and on the results for

individual concepts. For example:

the concept "graph" was not introduced till half war through the unit

- despite the fact that it was the concept which students were most

familiar with.

students were relatively familiar with the concept nfunct on" before

studying the unit but had relatively little understanding of the

concept after the unit - we noticed that Unit 1 (Functions) had no

teaching about functional

the concept "operator" required much effort and was

- yet this concept is in no way essential to unit 1.

uggested activities

understood

M101 Blocks which have overlap with M100 units 3 to 7 might hold

similar workshops to relate a textual criticism of these units to

the Detailed Evaluation of these units.

M101 Blocks which have overlap with M100 unIts 9 onwards might carry

out a textual criticism of these units and use that as a basis for

designing a Detailed Evaluation of the relevant unit.

textual criticism workshopymight be run for M101 units ddressing

the questionlon page 1.

we might carry out Detailed Evaluation of those M100 units (e.g. 22)

which have implications for the remake of the econd-level courses.

Detailed EvaluatIon wo

quick five-minute presentation of general finding

hand out results for individual concept. (or Sections etc.) for

reference.

select just a few items for closer examination.

carry out a textual criticism on these few items.
.6WO
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